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NTEA BIGGEST EVER: RECAP

Letter from the President
LATER...
I don’t know about you, but I have
a tendency to wait to act on some
things for no reason. I know they are
important to me. Or they are opportunities to grow my book of business.
In some cases, others are waiting
on me, so they can accomplish their
work.
Some are potentially life-altering.
So…what is it about taking the step
to get myself better prepared to do
better work…that makes me hesitate?
Mark Twain is quoted as saying,
“Why put off ‘til tomorrow, the things
that you can do the day after tomorrow?” Indeed: why do it at all. Why
kid myself that I’m ever going to do
some things…like writing that tough
email. Like beginning and sticking
with some weight loss regimen. Like
taking the latest product courses to
enrich myself in Ford product knowledge. Like educating myself on how
PTOs work to put Fords to work more
comprehensively. Like anything…fill
in your own blanks.
When am I going to call that customer that I think might have been
unhappy about a follow-up that I delayed? Later.
When am I going to re-direct the
meager funds that my dealership allows for the commercial truck business to grow and thrive? Later.

When am I going to express appreciation (vs frustration I feel) to the
licensing specialist, and the F&I specialist that have to do things with my
sales that are outside their normal
processes? Later.
When am I going to propose the
changes that, when implemented,
improve the volume and profitability of the fleet/commercial business
here at the dealership? Later.
When am I going to go through the
process with STARS to be sure I am
current…before a deadline looms,
and I lose out on incentives? Later.
PRO-ACTIVE or REACTIVE?
It all comes down to the reality that,
if I want things to be different, if I finally am impatient enough, I have to
do something different. Waiting for
someone else to do something different can be painful, and may never
happen. And, even if so, they may
not include me!
I need to do something myself!
NOW…not…
Later,
Joe
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We have four strategically placed locations with Ship-To and Ship-Through capabilities
offering upfit services to any light duty truck or van. We specialize in fleet services,
big or small, and pride ourselves in completing the job correctly and on time. Visit our
website to learn more about what we can offer your team. www.CASECOMFG.com

Crane Bodies

Enclosed Bodies

Utility Bodies

www.casecomfg.com

Flatbeds

info@casecomfg.com

SELF-IMPROVEMENT,
FoRward FOCUS
T

his issue offers many
great perspectives on
how to improve yourself,
your career, and your customers’ world. As you read
through them, make note of
those areas that speak to
you on what you can do specifically in your life.
Also, consider how YOU
might help someone else,
perhaps someone just starting out in the work truck industry, learn from your vast
experience.
This issue also recaps
the Work Truck Show, offering insight into products
and services featured there.
Truck premieres, exclusive
ride-and-drive
opportunities, and unmatched training
drew a record-setting 11,905

industry professionals from
all 50 states, eight Canadian
provinces and 19 countries
to The Work Truck Show® at
the Indiana Convention Center in early March.
“It was a great week,” says
Steve Carey, NTEA executive director. “The Work
Truck Show is the one event
where everyone involved
with vocational vehicles in
North America comes together to share ideas, see
what’s new and find opportunities for their business operations.”
Next year make sure that
you put March 14–17 on
your calendar – this is a professional must. Registration
opens in October 2016 at
worktruckshow.com

THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST AND ONLY
SECRET, HIDDEN-IN-THE-TAILGATE

STORAGE SPACE

(That ironically we want everyone to see and know about)

INTRODUCING THE REDI-GATE
The Redi-Gate from Reading is a new innovative patent-pending design that gives you additional
secure storage — secretly hidden inside the tailgate! Safely and securely store tools and small
items to free up side compartment storage space. Get it today!
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HIGHBEAMS
In The

TO THE MOON WITH
A V8 DIESEL

For more information, visit commtruck.ford.com.

F

ord engineers have designed the
all-new 6.7-liter Power Stroke®
V8 diesel engine for the Ford F-650
and F-750 lineup to travel an even
greater distance than a round trip
from the Earth to the moon.
This confidence in 6.7-liter Power
Stroke quality comes from engine
dynamometer testing that shows a
statistically proven B10 design life
of at least a half-million miles (rating
based on the 330-hp version). This
is the estimate of miles in operation
before 10 percent of engines are expected to require major service involving removal of cylinder heads or
dropping the oil pan to reach internal
components.
The Ford 6.7-liter Power Stroke V8
diesel engine and Ford TorqShift®
HD six-speed automatic transmission
are designed for medium-duty use
with great power, performance and
fuel economy. The Power Stroke V-8
diesel is offered with three power ratings, including 270 horsepower and
675 lb.-ft. torque, 300 horsepower
and 700 lb.-ft., and 330 horsepower
and 725 lb.-ft.
The new engine is 25% quieter at
60 mph and up to 45% quieter at
idle inside the cabin. At the grille, the
truck is 35% quieter.
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NEW ENGINE FOR E-SERIES
STRIPPED CHASSIS AND
CUTAWAY
Ford E-Series stripped chassis and
cutaway models – frequently modified into ambulances, delivery vans
and motorhomes – get a new engine
for 2017.
The 6.2-liter V8 engine proven in
Ford F-Series Super Duty trucks will
be available midyear for 2017 E-Series cutaway. Customers can choose
from the new 6.2-liter V8 or the standard 6.8-liter V10.
The 6.2-liter V8 engine’s singleoverhead-cam design and dualequal variable cam timing help optimize power through the entire power
range. The engine is E85 flex fuelcapable – meaning it can run on unleaded gasoline or E85 (85 percent
ethanol, 15 percent gasoline).
A CNG/propane gaseous engine
prep package is available for conversion to compressed natural gas or
propane autogas. An E-Series cutaway with the CNG/propane package
can be upgraded with aftermarket
upfits to bi-fuel capability – enabling
it to run on either unleaded gasoline
or natural gas

FORD FLEET CARE
REPLACES QUALITY FLEET
CARE BILLING TOOL

F

ord Fleet Care replaced Quality Fleet Care as the company’s
consolidated parts and service billing
tool on April 1, according to Ford.
The program is accepted at Ford
Business Preferred Network (BPN)
dealerships and other participating
Ford and Lincoln dealerships, as well
as Quick Lane Tire & Auto Centers in
the U.S. and Canada, according to
Ford.
For no fee, it enables fleets to make
a single monthly payment on behalf
of the entire fleet for maintenance
and repair services or over-the-counter part purchases made at participating locations.
Visit the Ford Fleet Care website at:
www.fleetcare.ford.com/en/html/
main.jsp

In The

NTEA
2016 FLEET PURCHASING
OUTLOOK

N

TEA has released the 2016
Fleet Purchasing Outlook,
which monitors and evaluates vocational fleet acquisition activity.
FordPros can use this study to better understand market fluctuations
and shifts in fleet buying patterns,
such as the average truck age rising for nearly 40 percent of fleet respondents.
The Outlook compares results
and benchmarks against data from
NTEA’s 2013–2015 reports and is
based on survey responses from a
diverse pool of fleet professionals
in mid- to high-level management
with decision-making authority.
NTEA members can access the
2016 Fleet Purchasing Outlook for
free in print or a downloadable PDF.
Nonmembers can purchase the report for $199.
To get your copy, visit ntea.com/
shopntea or call 800-441-6832.

HIGHBEAMS

WORK TRUCK SOLUTIONS
APPOINTS VICE PRESIDENT
OF SALES

W

ork Truck Solutions named industry veteran Jim Perschke
as Vice President of Sales, where
he will lead national sales and business development efforts. Perschke
brings more than 25 years of industry
experience through previous roles
including Vice President of Global
Sales at Vanair Manufacturing and
General Sales Manager at The Knapheide Manufacturing Company.
“We are helping dealers across the
U.S. sell more trucks, stock smarter
and save time. When I saw how
simple and yet revolutionary this
online commercial inventory service was, and what a big problem it
solves for all the hard-working Truck
Sales Professionals out there, I just
had to be a part of Work Truck Solutions.” Perschke leads a team of
Business Development Managers
who work one-on-one with dealers
to customize how they want their
inventory displayed, managed, and
marketed. He can be reached at jim.
perschke@worktrucksolutions.com
or called direct at 847-975-2324.

ED MORRIS NAMED REGIONAL SALES MANAGER WESTERN TERRITORY

O

maha Standard Palfinger (OSP)
is pleased to announce the appointment of Ed Morris as Regional
Sales Manager - Western Territory.
Reporting to Brian Heffron - National Sales Manager, Ed will act
as the point of contact for distribution partners located in Montana,
New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming and
all other states to the West. His
product focus includes the following
OSP work truck solutions: Service
Cranes, Crane Reinforced Service
Bodies, Compressors, Service &
Platform Bodies, Hoists and Pick-up
Liftgates.
With sales and account management experience in related industries, Ed brings a strong background
in territory-based sales development
to PALFINGER. His results-oriented
work ethic and relationship-focused
methodology make Ed an excellent
fit to offer the best value solutions to
Palfinger customers in the Western
US.
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COACH KEN
FEELING REJECTED?

S

ix Steps to End Cold Calls .
I had an interesting email from a
brand new commercial sales consultant. He got the usual advice to “just
knock on doors” and as usual it wasn’t
working very well. I have answered
this question in the past but I want to
shed a new light by giving some examples before I answer this guy’s question. I did ask him how the “knock on
doors” approach was working for him.
I think you know the answer, not very
well, in fact he was very discouraged.
I used to be a defensive coordinator for the varsity football team when
I taught in high school. Cold calling
would be like me not preparing for a
Friday night game and telling my players “Let’s just wing it!” Imagine you are
about to have major surgery and you
asked the doctor right before they put
you under, “Doc, what’s the plan?” and
his reply was “Not sure, I thought we
would just look around and see what
we can find.”
I think you get the picture! Professionals have a systematic and wellplanned approach to what they do,
that’s why they are called professionals. What was my advice to this talented young man?
Step One:
Make a list of everyone you know,
for several reasons. First, everyone
knows someone in business. Second,
most of your contacts work for a business. Finally, your current contacts
can become referral sources. This is
a two-step approach. Start with a letter
of introduction about your new position (If you don’t have one, email me
and we will send you what we recommend). Second, follow up with a telephone call letting your contacts know
that you want to “pick their brain” to
get any suggestions about how you
should get started. It is the psychological state of mind for most people
to want to help others. We have gotten emails from new sales consultants
that were amazed at the results of this
simple step.
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Two:
“AMERICA’S CORPORATE Get lists fromStep
your dealership (IT, ac& PERSONAL COACH”
counting, service, parts) of companies that

already use the dealership in some way.
Here are the lists we like most, in order:
Service But Not Sold 20% to 40% of the businesses that are
using your service department bought
their vehicle somewhere else! They
are using your service department for
one of two reasons, or both: A) You are
closer and more convenient than the
dealership from whom they purchased,
and/or B) they had a problem with their
purchasing dealership. Either way you
win! I find that in most dealerships, no
one has contacted their “easy to convert
to sales” customers. I have asked the
service but not sold customer, “Would
you consider giving us the opportunity
to save you money on your next purchase?” and the 100% answer is always “yes.” I like that word!
Vendor list These are companies where your
dealership is the customer! They fall
into several categories:
Plumbers, landscapers, electricians,
HVAC that service the dealership but
have not bought from you.
Sales people that call on businesses
that can become a referral source.
Note: 90% of the companies on the
vendor list you will cross out (other dealerships, etc.) but the remaining ones are
like finding gold in an abandoned mine.
Parts list You are looking for three things:
Companies who service their own vehicles and did not buy from you but obviously are buying parts.
Small auto repair shops:
They work on older work vehicles and
can be a great source of leads and since
they buy parts from you they already
know, like, and trust your dealership.
Body shops:
If you don’t have a body shop, these
can be gold also, and are a great source
of leads if you work it right.
Orphaned clients - Almost all of the retail (and commercial) sales people that
are no longer with your dealership most
likely at some point sold a commercial
vehicle. Call these customers and introduce yourself.

COACH KEN
Step Three:
Join at least two trade associations
(HVAC, Home Builders, Plumbing,
Landscaping, etc.) Trade associations
exist for two reasons: A) To promote
their industry, and 2) to create a networking environment. The key is you
have to go to all meetings, be willing to
sponsor events, and get on a committee - preferably the membership committee or the hospitality committee. I
promise you that 40% to 60% of your
leads will come from this source. Not
taking advantage of this avenue is the
single biggest mistake that new sales
consultants make. Set a goal each
meeting to meet three new people and
get three new appointments.
Step Four:
Join a business networking group
like BNI or LeTip and actively work
the group by setting appointments to
meet one-on-one with other members
and be a great referrals source. I could
spend a day one how to effectively
make this group work for you.
Step Five:
Make 80% plus of your outside calls
“appointment calls.” Why? On average
20 cold calls will yield you the opportunity to meet with one decision maker.

+

must know some of the businesses
around you, right?”
Jim: “Yes, I know about six other
businesses in this area.
You: “We are trying to grow relationships with other businesses. Would
you mind If I mentioned to these businesses that you and I had met today? I
am not asking for a referral, just wanted to mention to them that you and I
had met.
Jim: “Sure, no problem, let me get
you the names.”
Now you turn a potential cold call into
a warm call when you walk in the next
door and start out by saying, “I just
met with Jim Smith, the owner of ABC
Plumbing, and he mentioned that he
knew you guys!
You will find a much friendlier greeting on that call.
There are about five more steps, but
I will save them for another time. Good
luck and sell some trucks!
PS: The young man who emailed us
has already fixed his approach and
gotten a few quotes!

Don’t take those odds to Las Vegas! If
you get an appointment, you are 100%
guaranteed to meet with the owner or
fleet manager because that is the person you contacted. (With those odds,
I would be jumping on the next plane
to Vegas!)
Step Six:
Go back! You have to get second,
third, and fourth appointments in order
to grow the relationship and fulfill the
three most important steps that lead to
sales, “know, like, and trust.”
Commercial and fleet sales is a relationship business and it is a profession.
You are no different than the doctor, lawyer, or accountant that is trying to serve
business owners and individuals. By the
way, I do recommend cold calling - but
only between appointment calls.
Here is an added bonus for this article: If you have a great appointment
call, ask the business owner a few
simple questions. Here is how it goes:
You: “Jim, thanks for meeting with me
today and I look forward to staying in
contact. Could I ask you a quick question?”
Jim: “Sure.”
You: “Jim, you mentioned you had
been at this location for 19 years. You

For more information about Ken Taylor &
Associates’ Commercial Automotive
Consulting program call 1-866-446-2966,
or go to www.coachkentaylor.com.

PAL PRO MECHANICS TRUCKS
SUPERIOR FEATURES
LONG TERM BENEFITS

LIFETIME EXCELLENCE

+

+

+

HEXAGONAL
BOOM

PROPORTIONAL
CONTROL

Maintenance-free,
high tensile strength
& self-centering single
weld boom sections
powered by internal
extension cylinders.

Fully proportional
control is standard
through the control
valve, allowing multiple
function operation
at varying speeds for
superior load control.

Made in the USA, PAL Pro Mechanics Trucks
are true crane bodies designed for mobile
heavy-equipment service providers. All A-60
galvanneal construction and E-coat protection ensure strong components on the job.
WWW.PALFINGER.COM
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WARNING:
ONLY FOR THOSE

WHO PUSH THE LIMITS
Check it out at oxx.com

ALT FUEL
P

ropane autogas vehicle sales
grew by 3.5 percent in 2015. That
sales growth indicates that more and
more, fleet managers understand that
the financial benefits extend beyond
merely the price per gallon. But there
are additional attractive selling points
Ford dealers should be well versed in
when closing a sale with a fleet considering propane autogas vehicles.
One of those selling points is increased positive corporate image
through association with alternative
fuel vehicles and the environmental
cache that goes along with it.
Higher Driver Satisfaction
Drivers can appreciate that propane
autogas poses virtually no threat to
their health, which can’t be said for
other fuels like diesel. Diesel exhaust
contains particulate matter that includes known harmful carcinogens.
Aside from an odorant placed in the
gas to detect leaks, propane has no
smell. It’s a no-spill fuel and dissipates
in air, so drivers never have to worry
about being left smelling like gasoline

Propane Autogas’ Great Value Improving Corporate Image
or diesel all day if an inadvertent spill
at the pump occurs on their clothing.
Propane vehicles are quieter, too.
This noise reduction can be seen as
a huge advantage for drivers over the
noisy cabs of diesel trucks.
Many drivers say they have a sense
of pride in driving a vehicle operating
on a sustainable fuel with fewer greenhouse gases than traditional fuels.
Clearing the Competition
Propane autogas produces 11 percent fewer greenhouse gas emissions
than light-duty gasoline vehicles and
nearly 18 percent fewer emissions
than heavy-duty gasoline vehicles,
which can clearly position a company
as the “green” or “clean” option in a
community.
Better Image, Flexible Fuel
Propane autogas offers a lower total cost-of-ownership than traditional
fuels over the lifespan of the vehicle.
As a clean burning fuel, maintenance
costs are typically lower compared to
diesel, which means less downtime
because of reduced maintenance

needs. Propane autogas infrastructure is the least expensive to install of
any fuel type, and a propane retailer
may help offset the cost of any needed
upgrades in return for a fuel contract.
Assistance is available for propane
autogas vehicles to further reduce
propane’s already low fuel prices.
Most notably, the federal alternative
fuel tax credit program offers a credit
of $0.50 per gallon retroactive for gallons consumed in 2015, and $0.36 per
gallon for gallons consumed in 2016.
For more information on the benefits
of propane autogas vehicles, visit
www.propane.com/on-road-fleets.

By Tucker Perkins
Chief Business development officer,
Propane Education & Research Council

A New
TwisToN
AlumiNum
RAmps

Ideal for most
Ford Transit
applications

With 180˚ rotation and two storage locations, the Link Swivel
Ramp offers unmatched loading and unloading flexibility. It mounts
in the rear stored position, but can also be stored inside behind
the wheel well. When not in use, it rotates out for unobstructed
access. Available in bi-fold options from 30” to 47” wide.
See more at www.linkmfg.com/swivel_ramp

Phone +1 800 248 3057
@LinkMfg
www.linkmfg.com/products/ramps
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NTEA WORK TRUCK SHOW NEWS
SORTIMO BY KNAPHEIDE NEW
PRODUCTS AND OPTIONS

S

ortimo By Knapheide announced
the addition of new products and
options to its Exxpand program. Exxpand is the program for ready-to-market products and is the easiest way for
customers to organize their vans and
optimize their operations.
The popular lineup of Protexx Partitions has been expanded. Protexx
partitions are constructed of strong
and durable ABS thermoformed plastic and are about half the weight of a
traditional steel partition. They are designed to fit the contour of the B-pillar
area of the van which isolates the passenger area from the cargo area. This
isolation helps with both noise control
as well as climate control in the passenger compartment.
Sortimo By Knapheide is also adding
sliding door versions of their Protexx
Partitions to the Exxpand program.
The initial offering of sliding door partitions will include the Ford Transit
medium and high roofs. The advan-

tage of a sliding door partition over a
traditional swing door partition is that it
requires less clear floor space to open
and close the door.
The Exxpand program also has new
shelving offerings with the initial launch
of Shelf Staxx. These new offerings
are all about maximizing the usable
storage space in the van. The new

1-2pg Ford ad January2016_final_layout 1/18/16 11:57 AM Page 1

Shelf Staxx models are 68” tall, optimizing the full height of high roof vans.
Also added is the narrow Shelf Staxx
(approximately 20” wide) that fits in
small unused spaces in the van. New
accessories have been added such as
Staxx slides, multi slides, drawers, and
cabinet doors.
For more information visit sortimo.us

THE PROFESSIONAL’S

Smart
Choice
UNICELL
AEROCELL TRANSIT

• Fuel Efficient and Attractive Aerodynamic Designs
• Extremely Durable One Piece Fiberglass Construction
• Smooth Seamless Glossy Exterior “No Leaks!”
• Industry Leading Warranty

NOW AVAILABLE
The New Aerocell Transit

1.800.628.8914
www.unicell.com
sales@unicell.com

Dry Freight

Classicube
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Aerocell

Aerocell CW

Body & Equipment

NTEA WORK TRUCK SHOW NEWS

XL HYBRIDS UPFITS FORD F-59
CHASSIS FOR AMERIPRIDE

F-59 super-duty trucks in collaboration with AmeriPride at the NTEA Work
Truck Show,” says Clay Siegert, cofounder and Chief Operating Officer
of XL Hybrids. “Our XL3 hybrid system
provides up to a 25 percent increase in
miles per gallon, with minimal impact
to fleet operations, and no driver training or charging infrastructure requirements.”

X

L Hybrids featured an AmeriPride
F-59 service truck upfitted with the
XL3 Hybrid Electric Drive System at
the NTEA Work Truck Show. Hybridelectric F-59 trucks are the latest onroad deployment of XL Hybrids technology by AmeriPride, which already
operates a fleet of service vehicles
with XL3 systems in North America.
The XL3 hybrid system is installed aft
of the transmission in about six to eight
hours. Fleets maintain the Ford OEM
warranty and get a three-year, 75,000mile warranty on the XL3 hybrid powertrain.
“XL Hybrids was proud to display our
XL3 hybrid-electric system for Ford

THE FASTEST RECORDED
ALT FUEL CONVERSION

S

etting a record for the Fastest Recorded Alternative Fuel Conversion to propane autogas, Alliance AutoGas conversion technicians installed
Alliance’s new Engineered Conversion

System on a Bi-Fuel 2016 3.5 Liter
Ford F-150 V6 almost 30 minutes faster than the predicted 2-hour window at
the recent Work Truck Show. Over 100
participants attended the press event
and witnessed the live conversion at
the Indianapolis Convention Center on
March 3.
Alliance AutoGas’ Engineered Fuel
System features a single plug wiring
connector and a 21-gallon underbody
autogas tank. All wiring is a “plug
and play” no-cut install. Everything is
bracketed and designed to be installed
without any drilling or fabrication. By
deploying these features, labor times
and conversion costs are significantly
reduced.
In early May of this year, the converted F-150 will embark on a 5,300mile trip commencing in Kansas City,
KS, travel to Portland, OR, across the
country to Jacksonville, FL, and complete its journey in Asheville, NC, on
May 20. The Alliance AutoGas Clean
Air Coast-to-Coast Ride, supported by
partners and sponsors, will show real
time results of a cleaner, domesticallyproduced, and cost effective fuel option for fleets.

And he knows what it takes to achieve it. Hard work. Dedication.And never settling for second best from
himself or the tools he uses. At Knapheide, it means creating high-quality, work-ready vehicle solutions
and services that make his job easier. We knowyou never settle and, at Knapheide, neither do we.
KNAPHEIDE.COM/NEVERSETTLE
©The Knapheide Manufacturing Company 2016
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NTEA WORK TRUCK SHOW NEWS
ALL-NEW FORD F-SERIES
SUPER DUTY CHASSIS CAB

F

ord Commercial Vehicles shared
details and information about the
all-new 2017 F-Series Super Duty
pickup truck and chassis cab lineup at
The Work Truck Show 2016.
Ford has increased towing and payload capability for its 2017 Super Duty
F-350, F-450, and F-550 chassis cabs
with new frames and a next-generation
6.7L V-8 PowerStroke diesel with more
horsepower and torque.
Ford’s second-generation 6.7L V-8
diesel adds 30 horsepower and 90 lb.ft. of torque for a maximum rating of
330 hp and 750 lb.-ft. — a high-water
mark for the trucks.
The 2017 chassis cabs also get a new
frame consisting of 95% high-strength
steel and eight times more torsional
rigidity than the previous frame with
through-welded cross members and
fully boxed rails under the cab and forward.
The next-generation F-350, F-450
and F-550 Super Duty chassis cab
lineup features:
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• Best-in-class front gross axle weight
rating of up to 7,500 pounds – 250
pounds better than the closest competitor – that supports carrying bigger snowplows, taller utility buckets
and cranes, larger ambulance bodies or other specialized vocational
body upfits.

• Best-in-class gross combined weight
rating of up to 40,000 pounds – the
combined weight of the truck and everything it can haul and tow – for both
truck and trailer. That’s the equivalent of half the maximum gross combined weight rating of an 18-wheeler
semi on most U.S. federal highways.

NTEA WORK TRUCK SHOW NEWS

FORD UPDATES 2017
VAN LINEUP

T

he 2017 model-year van lineup includes ergonomic updates for the
Transit and a new engine offering for
the E-Series stripped chassis and cutaway.
One of the several new configurations of the full-size van includes the
Transit 350 regular-wheelbase van,
chassis cab, and cutaway with single
rear wheel and 9,500-pound GVWR.
The 3.7L engine will now be standard
on dual-rear wheel van and wagon

models, lowering the base price and
will provide the option of CNG or propane autogas capability.
Ford will offer a walk-through center
console and power running board as
options on the 2017 Transit based on
feedback from fleet customers. A lowprofile center console option is available on all Transit variants for delivery
drivers and others who want easier access to walk from the cab into the back
of the vehicle.
To ease upfitting, Ford is offering
high-capacity upfitter switches with two
increased amperage outputs, two bat-

tery hot outputs and two un-switched
outputs. The output connector has
been moved to an easy-access location behind the glove box in response
to upfitter requests.
LED lighting has been made standard
in Transit vans for better cargo area
visibility while loading and unloading.
A 12-volt powerpoint in the D-pillar is
standard on vans for powering equipment such as cordless tool batteries.
Customers can begin ordering their
2017 Transit online April 4. The vans
should arrive at Ford dealerships in
September.
Ford’s Transit Connect compact van
gets light updates for 2017. Ford will
offer its Sync 3 system as available
equipment for the Transit Connect cargo van and Transit Connect Wagon.
Ordering began March 14.
Ford will also begin offering the 6.2L
V-8 Super Duty engine with the 2017
E-Series stripped chassis and cutaway
vans. Ford will offer a factory gas-prep
package so fleets can run the vehicles
as bi-fuel compressed natural gas or
propane autogas. The engine can also
run the E-85 ethanol blend. The vans
come standard with a 6.8L V-10.

Contact Kargo Master or your Kargo Master installer for
complete information on our Truck & Van products.

TRUCK RACKS

VA N R AC K S

ALUMINUM INTERIORS
(800) 343-7486

SERVICE BODY R ACKS

VA N E Q U I PM E N T
INFO@KARGOMASTER.COM

11253 Trade Center Dr., Suite G

Download our latest
Ford products catalog
kargomastercompanies.
com/catalogs/

WWW.KARGOMASTER.COM

Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
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NTEA WORK TRUCK SHOW VIDEO INTERVIEWS
National Ford Truck Club President, Joe Hughes, traveled to Indianapolis to attend the Work Truck Show and walked
the show floor interviewing sponsors and others. These interviews were recorded, and are now posted on www.nationalfordtruckclub.com so that all FordPros who were not able to attend, can share in the knowledge and information that he
gathered. Here is a list of the videos available for you:

Tom Fiegener, Sales Manager
CASECO presented their premier
body, the Master Mechanic’s Body,
which has joined their F-150, Transit,
Econoline, and Super-Duty in their
Ford Ship-Through program. This flagship product is differentiated by its
flush fit doors, its D-ring handles, and
no exposed hinges.

Greg Kokot, President
VANAIR understands that commercial trucks are more than just transportation to the job site. The industry is
recognizing that turning the truck off
and using Vanirs power is the green
way to power tools on the job. They
showcased their Mechanics and Tire
truck tools at the show. Vanair provides welders, air compressors, generators, hydrualic power for cranes
and more.

Primary Logo to be used on White Backgrounds

Primary Logo to be used on Red Backgrounds:

Craig Bonham, Vice President,
Sales and Business Development
READING TRUCK BODY discussed
their Flagship 9 foot all Aluminum Classic II body with 40-inch cabinet network
which matches Fords flowing bumperline with the skirtline of the body. Featuring stainless steel paddle latches, a
brand new pull out mechanics drawer
system, as a part of the partnership
with ProTech, with a quick install modular design. Demonstrated Readygate,
announced this year, giving the owner/
operator 1.1 cubic feet of additional
storage space.

Ben Winter, Project Manager
This is Transfer Flow’s 26th year exhibiting at NTEA, with a record-breaking year so far. The show lets them
test the market, diversify product line,
and continue to innovate. Their best
selling tank replaces Ford’s 26 gallon
diesel tank, replacing it with up to a 50
gallon tank: same location, no frame
modification, no changes to the DEF
tank, and it’s a complete drop-in exchange. This is key to maintaining the
amount of storage space in the truck
for whatever use the customer needs.
Rich Schouten, Product Specialist
LINK MANUFACTURING introduced
their new swivel ramp which is situated
at the rear of the Transit. The ramp
easily moves out of the way for access
to the interior. The version shown is 36
inches wide by 99 inches long and can
accommodate 750 lbs. Narrower and
wider ramps are available.

=White
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Omar Sandlin, Vice President
Sales & Marketing
SWITCH-N-GO discusses a detachable body system in a collaborative
effort with Reading Truck Body. The
system can use multiple bodies with
one chassis. It accommodates a 9
ft. through 14 ft hoist system, for 9 ft.
through 15 ft. detachable bodies with
9,000, 12,000, 15,000, and 18,000 lb.
worm winches, electric over hydraulc,
and 15,000 and 18,000 lb. full hydraulic running off a PTO or clutch pump.
The system offers safe ground-level
loading for multiple body types.

Brian Heffron,
National Sales Manager
OMAHA STANDARD PALFINGER
demonstrated their new Personnel
Basket, an aerial lifting device that attaches to the end of a service crane
that collapses and stows into its own
pack on the side of the body, saving
valuable load space, and insuring its
weight is on the axle, not behind it. A
hydraulic leveling valve is used, rather
than a friction brake, to adjust to limit
sway and then lock it out when wrenching a piece of equipment. They mount
on 6,000 lb. and up capacity cranes,
full extension, the basket holds 300
lbs. and stays under the safety ratings.

NTEA WORK TRUCK SHOW VIDEO INTERVIEWS
Tom Seifert,
Customer Sales Manager
PRIME DESIGN presented their anodized, rear access ladder designed to
fit on the new Ford Transits. No drilling to attach, it fits over the top of the
rear door, and has been designed for
all Transit models. This ladder system
comes with a standard roller on the
back making it easy to get product up
onto it. It’s wide enough to carry full
sized sheet rock and plywood, making it a safe way to load and unload
product. It’s stylish and looks nice on
the Transit. Take a look at their Ergo
Rack.

Calvin Thorn, Director
Customer Service & Warranty
CLEAN FUEL USA presented their
Ford F-150 Propane conversion. This
is a new product in partnership with
Westport in Dallas Texas, which takes
a 5 liter gaseous prepped engine and
converts it to a dedicated propane
system. The installation is simple and
takes less than 5 hours at the Westport
Innovation Center.

Safe Fleet: Matt Lewis,
Strategic Sales Manager
SAFE FLEET demonstrated their
inView 360 degree camera system.
With safety paramount, its key feature
is the elimination of blindspots around
the vehicle with a birds-eye view. With
a monitor in the cab, the rear and side
view mirrors are greatly enhanced
when parking, maneuvering in traffic
and at the jobsite. There are four cameras placed around the vehicle.

Todd Goldmeyer, Marketing Manager
ADRIAN
STEEL
demonstrates
“Thinking Outside the Van”. They help
develop the right solution for each vocation and work with each profession
to ensure the most efficient and effective work vehicle system available.
They have a new line of ladder racks
designed around the customer, not the
vehicle. Their ladders are 90% aluminium ensuring they will last a long time.
From the Grip Lock ladder to Drop
Down ladder rack, each easier to manage and much more ergonomic.

Bob Rhoads, Sales
Quigley Motor Company is enjoying
their 50th year in business. They presented their 4x4 Transit conversions
with 4 high and 4 low gear shift-on-thefly capability, are fully approved upfitters for Ford and are a part of Ford’s
Ship Through program.

Jim Perschke,
Vice President of Sales
WORK TRUCK SOLUTIONS discussed their software solution for
commercial work truck dealerships.
Jim Perschke explains his history
with Knapheide and Vanair give him
a unique perspective on the trials
and tribulations Ford Pros have to go
through to acquire and deliver a truck
for their customer. Work Truck Solutions is a break-through in the industry
and will totally change the way commercial dealers conduct business, allowing customers to find the right truck
with more information about the vehicle than ever before.
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THE WORK TRUCK SHOW RECAP
er Settle” theme which the company is
embracing as both a philosophy and
brand positioning statement.
Logo and Vehicle Badging
“A refreshed brand identity is another
component of our commitment to earn
and own our leadership position every
day,” said Mandar Dighe, Vice President of Marketing, Knapheide. “It features an updated logo that gives us a
stronger, more consistent look—and
Safeto our long history.
also paysEasy
homage
& three-dimensional
Unloading
“A Loading
new bold,
Knapheide vehicle badge mirrors the updated logo and carries the literal and
figurative weight of an industry leader,
A
creating greater awareness of our
Knapheide brand,” Dighe said. Prominently featured on Knapheide’s products in the company’s booth at The
Work Truck Show, the new badging will
be introduced gradually to customers
starting in late 2016.
For more information visit
knapheide.com

KNAPHEIDE LAUNCHES
NEW THEME, LOGO
The Knapheide Manufacturing Company unveiled a new corporate logo
and theme during a press conference
at the 2016 NTEA Work Truck Show.
“Since our founding in 1848, we’ve
been on the leading edge of workready transportation solutions,” said
owner H.W. “Knap” Knapheide III. “Our
updated logo and theme reflect our
steadfast dedication to never settling
when it comes to giving our customers high-quality solutions for their work
needs.”
“Never Settle”
Knap Knapheide noted that the company conducted research with employees, partners and customers to get
360° insights on its business. Those
insights led to Knapheide’s new “Nev-

We Specialize in
Loading Ramps
&
Ladder Racks

www.nationalleetproducts.com

TransitWorks displayed a Ford Transit
Medium Roof Crew Van in the Ford
booth. The upfit featured a fixed 3-person passenger bench seat in the second row with custom walls and headliner that meets FMVSS 201U (head
impact) requirements. The Crew Van
had a custom metal partition, Altro
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Products Displayed:
Ladder Solution
Rack, Loading
NEW
forRamp,
FordFenders,
Transit
Fire Extinguisher Cabinets, Toolboxes,
Low, Tubes,
Medium
&Bins,
High
Document
Storage
And Interior Shelving
Roof Vans
Products Displayed Information:
During the show National Fleet Products
offered in booth demonstrations of their
complete line of van and work truck solutions that enhance efficiency in the work
zone. It was also a great opportunity to
meet representatives from WM Systems, Gentilli and Jonesco firsthand.
New Products Info:
National Fleet Products introduced their
Gentilli G2000 Ladder Rack system. Its
unique design offloads from the rear of
the vehicle rather than to the side. Its allaluminum design is assisted by a precision engineered hydraulic system consisting of a counter balance mechanism
and shock absorber to bring the ladder
sales@
down 1-2” from the ground; no matter
how high the van roof. The G2000 can
be retro fitted to any roof rack and van,
box truck and work truck out on the market. Please visit their website or YouTube
page to see their products in action!
“Thank you to everyone who visited our
booth and we will see you next year!”
Contact National Fleet Products
763-762-3451 or visit their website,
www.nationalfleetproducts.com

non-skid commercial flooring throughout the vehicle, and LED lighting in the
passenger and cargo area.
TransitWorks can build the crew van
package on any height or length Ford
Transit. They also offer SmartFloor
with removable seats in the crew area
and also throughout the van. SmartFloor rails in the cargo area offer the
capability to easily install D-Rings and
Cargo tie-downs anywhere needed
on the floor.

Come visit our booth at
NTEA WTS booth #317

THE WORK TRUCK SHOW RECAP
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T

he Omaha Standard PALFINGER
booth featured a Ford F550 upfitted
with a range of equipment, including a
PAL Pro 43 mechanic body, PALFINGER Service Crane (PSC) 6025, PPC
37 – PALFINGER Piston Air Compressor – and the NEW PALFINGER Personnel Basket. A modern and advanced
aerial lift solution developed especially
for installation, maintenance and service work, the PALFINGER Personnel Basket is the perfect solution when
combined with a PALFINGER Service
Crane. Not only is the light-weight design, that offers a best-in-class capacity/
weight ratio, unique to the PALFINGER
Personnel Basket, but the patent-pending way to store the basket on a work
truck body is unique in the industry!

L

ink unveiled their new Swivel
Ramp® at the 2016 NTEA Work
Truck Show. With its full 180-degree
rotation, Link’s Swivel Ramp offers
unmatched flexibility for loading and
unloading any sized cargo. The Swivel
Ramp mounts in the rear stored position like a traditional folding ramp,

Primary Logo to be used on Red Backgrounds:

Primary Logo to be used on Black Backgrounds:
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S

W

ork Truck Solutions featured their
commercial inventory service and
other commercial marketing solutions for
the attendees of the 2016 NTEA Work
Truck Show. Their inventory solution allows dealerships to professionally display their commercial inventory showing
both chassis and body information. By
utilizing automated feeds and body invoices, Work Truck Solutions displays a
dealership’s inventory with the most accurate and up-to date information, giving
buyers a great shopping experience.

but can also be stored inside, behind
the wheel well – providing options for
those times when a loading ramp isn’t
needed. When not in use for loading or
unloading, it rotates outside of the vehicle for unobstructed access. For more
information, go to: www.linkmfg.com/
swivel_ramp

afe Fleet brands Prime Design,
ROM, Bustin, Bus & Rail, and
Seon were all represented at The
Work Truck Show 2016. Prime Design
used this year’s show as an opportunity to launch their newest products.
• The inView 360 fleet monitoring system gives drivers a 360° view of their
surroundings to avoid accidents, and
provides fleet managers greater in-

Reading Truck Body used the busy
NTEA Work Truck Exhibit Hall to
launch their all-new, patent-pending
Redi-GateTM. This industry-first storage solution adds 1.1 cubic feet of
concealed storage space right in the
tailgate. This innovative new design
comes in the basic EX “Extra Storage” model, and the EXP “Extra Storage + Power” model equipped with 4
GFI power outlets and a power input

sight into fleet incidents.
• Prime Design’s Utility ErgoRack
stows vertically and is specifically designed for work truck and service body
applications.
• Prime Design also demonstrated
their ErgoRack product on a low roof
Ford Transit van. The ErgoRack is
the ergonomic, safe and easy way to
transport and load/unload ladders.

receptacle. In addition to this new feature for the Classic II, they featured
the many different options available in
weight-saving aluminum – the Transit
CSV (Classic Service Van) and the
Classic II service body.
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Self-Improvement in the Trades
Pitch Perfect –
Perfect Pitch
On a recent flight from London to
Paris, I read a very interesting article
of value for all Ford Commercial Sales
Persons in the British Airways Business Life Magazine. Vikas Shah, Visiting Professor of Entrepreneurship on
one of the world’s most prestigious
MBA programs, shared his “Pitch Perfect” article. “When it comes to preparing your presentation, practice, precision and passion are all vital.” He has
graciously endorsed the use the information from his article for the Ford
Pros Magazine.
As a professional and commercial
sales person, how many times have
you not practiced your presentation
on your commercial Ford trucks and
vans? The more you practice, the
more effective and convincing you
will become in your sales efforts. The
precision with which you present your
product’s commercial solutions to your
customer will determine your success.
The passion you display during your
pitch will either contribute or detract
from your success.

WHY PITCHING MATTERS
Every encounter you have with new
customers, you will find that those
short, sharp opportunities to present
your product, solution or idea will manifest regularly in your success. The role
of being a great pitcher, therefore, is an
important success factor. How many
times have you witnessed one of your
customers purchasing a product of lessor value, one that does not effectively
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get the job done or meet the customer’s expectations only because your
competitor was a better pitcher? Understanding what makes a great pitch
and utilizing those techniques can help
you get the outcome you want.
BE FOCUSED,
PRECISE AND CONCISE
Pitches, by their very nature, are
short. Focus on the outcome you want
and include precisely the information
relevant to that, being concise by discarding anything else. The general
principle is that a pitch is a chance
for you to get someone’s attention for
some kind of follow-up.
THE SECRETS
OF THE PERFECT PITCH
Get over your fear.
Almost everyone gets nervous about
public speaking and that is not a bad
thing. Those nerves can keep you on
top of your game. Fear, however, is
a killer. Getting over the fear factor is
critical. Practice, practice and more
practice will assist you in getting over
those fears. As a corporate trainer I
nearly flunked out of my college speech
class. I overcame my fears with tons of
practice and years of experience.
Understand your strengths.
This may sound obvious, but we are

all different. We all have strengths we
can play to. As a commercial sales
person, one of the greatest strengths
you should implement is the product
knowledge of your Ford products and
the solutions they bring to your customer’s bottom line and operational
expectations. Ask those persons close
to you what your strengths are. These
are the ones you need to focus on
when pitching. I typically use my experiences and knowledge in the creature
comfort industries to create the Perfect
Pitch for my customers.
You are not a machine.
There’s a reason that presentations
are often called ‘death by PowerPoint’
– many of the best presentations don’t
even need slides. First and foremost,
you’re a storyteller and, in any pitch,
you have to engage the emotions and
interest of your customer. Utilizing the
knowledge of your customer’s needs
is one of the most critical factors for
successful pitching.
Watch yourself (and others).
Body language is a critical part of how
people judge us. Research shows us
that within the first few seconds of meeting someone, they subconsciously decide whether or not they trust and value
us. One of the most effective ways
to address this is to record yourself
pitching, watch it and keep improving.

Self-Improvement in the Trades
Watch actors, politicians, lecturers and
even preachers as you can learn a lot
from their style, pace and body language.
Twelve years in a community theatre
group with a dynamic director was a great
trainer for my current position.
Practice, practice and more practice.
Why do community theaters typically
have six weeks of rehearsals before
the first performance? Practice, practice and more practice of your delivery
and the director will give you honest
feedback from which to improve. At the
next commercial sales meeting, why
not start a pitching contest by presenting the top three solutions one of your
products will bring to the creature comfort technicians - Plumbing, HVAC,
Electrical or Wi-Fi.
Understand your audience.
It is amazing how many times a speaker/ pitcher does not take their audience
into account. One of the most important aspects of all successful commercial sales persons is to know their
customer’s expectations. How can you
exceed them if you do not know what
they are? Common sense, research
and experience in the fields/vocations
in which you provide solutions will help
you ensure you understand what your
customer is looking for.

The hardest secret of all - Every
year, Vikas Shah judges at a prestigious business competition in Houston
where hundreds of the most talented
student businesses in the world compete to win millions of dollars of prize
money. Some of them have ideas that
could change the world and all of them
have to deliver short (one-minute) elevator pitches to panels of top investors. The most successful teams are
those who present with authenticity
and passion. You could have the next
cancer cure, but unless your audience
believes in you, they won’t invest in
you. As the great baseball star Earl
Weaver once said, “Nobody likes to

hear it, because its dull, but the reason
you win or lose is darn near always the
same – pitching.”
Thanks to Vikas Shah for allowing us
to share his article with FordPros. To
learn more about his company, please
explore www.thoughtstrategy.com
To review his Pitch Perfect article
published in the British Airways magazine, please go to http://businesslife.
ba.com/News-and-Blogs/BusinessLife-Blog/Getting-pitch-perfect.html
By Taylor Steinberg
Corporate Sales Trainer, Knapheide

Avoid Accidents with
360° Vision
As a Fleet Director, you pride yourself on protecting the fleet
and your drivers. An additional tool that can help protect these
assets is the inView 360™. How?
Prevent costly collisions by
eliminating blind spots

Manage and track
vehicle movement

Handle claims quickly with
iron clad video evidence

Stream live video
remotely

If protection of fleets assets is mission critical, we should talk. Click
the YouTube video to learn more.
Seon – the world’s #1 supplier of mobile surveillance for school and
transit buses provides solutions for any commercial fleet.

Forward View

Rear View

Driverside View

Curbside View

Search inView 360 to learn more

A Safe Fleet Brand

www.primedesign.net/inview-360
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SELF-IMPROVEMENT: RAMPING IT UP

SWIVEL RAMP GIVES 180 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

L

ink® Manufacturing has long
been known for its Cabmate®,
a revolutionary cab air suspension
system introduced in 1981. However, Link develops and manufactures
a variety of suspension systems,
lift axles and accessory products
specially engineered to address the
unique needs of commercial vehicles and equipment. Link has continued to expand its product offerings
to include chassis suspensions and
aluminum ramps for light and medium duty trucks.
Link unveiled their latest offering,
the Swivel Ramp®, at the 2016 NTEA
Work Truck Show. This unique product is an aluminum, spring-assist bifold ramp with full 180-degree rotation. The ramp can be stored inside
the vehicle behind the wheel well
or behind the rear door and allows
the end users to have unobstructed
floor access when they don’t need
the ramp. The Swivel Ramp fits the
Transit medium and high roof vans.
“The Swivel Ramp gives your customers more options,” explains Greg
Elliott, Manager of Marketing & Communications. “Often a business will
be handling different types of cargo
on different days. Some days they
may need a ramp and some days
they don’t. The Swivel Ramp can
help fleets efficiently adapt to the
loading demands of individual payloads.”

The ramp incorporates safety and
efficiency into its design. “The Swivel
Ramp can change positions in a matter of seconds. A single release lever
allows the user to swing it outward or
inward. When in the outside position,
it locks in place, preventing a gust of
wind from blowing the ramp back in
on you. The quick-release lever also
enables the ramp to be unlatched
when in the wheel well position without the user having to climb back in
the vehicle.”

Link prides itself on its rigorous
product testing. “Our background
working with large truck manufacturers has taught us to put our products through very stringent testing.
We have carried that on to our line
of ramp products,” Greg said. “We
make sure all of our ramps are the
safest and most durable ramps in the
industry.”
Greg describes the easy installation. “After talking with several of our
installation partners, we streamlined
the process. The installation requires
minimal measuring, and no cutting or
under mount support. The mounting
plate has pre-drilled holes that correspond to structural supports on the
Transit and existing mounting strap
locations on many other vehicles.
Once installed, the primary latching
module can be easily unscrewed and
removed for those times you need
greater access to open floor space.”
The Swivel Ramp is slated to go
into full production in early June. For
more information, visit the website
at: www.linkmfg.com/swivel_ramp

Primary Logo to be used on White Backgrounds

About Link Manufacturing, Ltd
Link® develops and manufactures
a variety of suspension systems, lift
axles and accessory products specially engineered to address the
unique needs of commercial vehicles and equipment. Link® is an ISO
9001, ISO/TS 16949 (Quality) and
ISO 14001 (EMS) certified company
whose primary products include cab,
chassis, and auxiliary suspensions,
and accessory products designed to
enhance the productivity of commercial vehicles. For more information,
visit www.linkmfg.com

Primary Logo to be used on Red Backgrounds:

Primary Logo to be used on Black Backgrounds:
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SELF-IMPROVEMENT: ENERGY ON THE GO

THE WORLD’S TOUGHEST COFFEE MAKER

I

nspired by the hardworking people who are building the modern
world around us, OXX is dedicated to bringing the coffee maker to
places where the average coffee
maker dares not tread! Their COFFEEBOXX is the rugged appliance
that today’s hardworking men and
women deserve.
People who know how to get their
hands dirty can say goodbye to
lukewarm thermos coffee and hello
to cup after cup of fresh, hot joe.
The COFFEEBOXX features a hassle-free, 3-ft. retractable cord, so it’s
easy to pick up and go quickly without all that untangling and handwinding. Plus there is also an easygrip rubberized carrying handle.

The COFFEEBOXX works with
all K-Cup compatible single-serve
pods, so each person in the crew
can make the brew they’re into. The
separate on-demand hot water line
means tea and soup don’t have that
coffee taste, and with the largest
(2.5L/84.5oz) and only spill-proof
water tank on the market, it’s up to
10 cups without a trip to the faucet.
The removable drip tray makes sure
there’s room for those extra-tall insulated vacuum bottles.
The 6 stainless steel tie-downs
make it easy to strap the COFFEEBOXX into place, no matter what
terrain the job site offers. The replaceable carbon filter means any
water source is good, and the autooff has your back.

Take a look at www.oxx.com, and
check out the COFFEEBOXX, and
The Workin’ Man Bundle that includes
the COFFEEBOXX, coffee pods from
Death Wish Coffee Company, 6 COFFEEBOXX water filters and a 20 oz
Stanley Steel Travel Mug.

The COFFEEBOXX is a great opportunity to start a conversation
anywhere you have it…and sets
you apart from the other distraction
of your customers’ day.

The COFFEEBOXX Buttons

• Take your own COFFEEBOXX to
your customer’s job site and when
you make their day with a super
cup of coffee, use that coffee break
to get to know what’s going on with
their work truck situation.
• If you are having a Customer Appreciation Day – consider The
Workin’ Man Bundle as your door
price.
• Doing some prospecting, or just
looking for leads, send out an
email chance to win The Workin’
Man Bundle.

The COFFEEBOXX
has been put to test on
national television by the
Science Channel’s
All-American Makers team
and has been featured on
FIY Network’s I Want That.
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SELF-IMPROVEMENT: LOOKING BEHIND...YOU!

REAR-VIEW MIRROR NOW OBSOLETE

S

afe Fleet owns a portfolio of
brands that provide safety solutions to fleet vehicle manufacturers
and operators around the world. With
over 1,000 employees and 500,000
square feet of manufacturing space,
Safe Fleet targets markets with increasing demand for operator, passenger, and pedestrian safety. Here
are just a few of the solutions they
provide:

Kevin adds, “With the optional GPS
capability, a fleet manager can monitor the entire fleet throughout the
workday. The inView 360 is an efficient, all-in-one solution that improves
driver safety and protects assets.”
To better visualize how the product
works and watch product demos,
search “inView 360” on YouTube.

inView 360
Seon is a market leader in mobile video surveillance. When the
brand was purchased by Safe Fleet
in 2014, their video portfolio was
geared toward public and passenger
transit. Today, they are expanding
into new markets like work truck, towing, and refrigerated trailers. Their
newest product, the inView 360, was
launched at NTEA and protects both
the driver and vehicle from accidents.
The inView 360 system mounts four
separate cameras around the vehicle
- front, rear and driver, passenger
sides of the vehicle. Kevin Brady, Senior Product Manager at Seon, explains, “Those four cameras combine
their video signal to create a single,
bird’s-eye view of the vehicle. Inside
the cab, what the driver sees looks
like a drone flying overhead.”
Kevin continues. “The cameras and
software system are paired with our
DVR system. You can start recording
from any of these camera angles at
any time, say to record an incident,
or to protect the vehicle during normal
day-to-day driving – like parallel parking. You can install additional cameras on the vehicle inside the cab, or
even in cargo areas.”

ErgoRack
In 1993, Prime Design introduced
the market to the “ergonomic” ladder
rack. Since their inception, Prime Design racks have been manufactured
from aluminum to reduce weight and
the unsightly appearance associated
with rusting steel.
The ErgoRack fits all Transit roof
heights and wheelbases, as well as
the Transit Connect. While other
dropdown ladder racks are available
in the market, none are as unique,
durable, or robust as the ErgoRack.
What makes the ErgoRack so different?
For starters, the hydraulic cylinder
is adjustable. This allows fleets to
dial in the speed at which the ladder
descends. “Most competitive racks
use a gas spring,” says Tom Seifert,
Customer Service Manager, “those
springs offer one speed and a shorter
service life than our hydraulic design.”
“Another reason the hydraulic cylinder is its durability. It will simply outlast
gas springs. For example, in 2000 we
sold our racks to a national fleet that
was looking for a 21-year service life.
Today, more than half of those racks/
pickup inserts are still in service and
the fleet manager is well on his way
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to getting those 21 years of service.”
Seifert says that the company markets a wide range of solutions for
Ford work vans and trucks. The “ergonomic” portion of the ErgoRack,
comes from the fact that it reduces
the opportunities for injury when loading and unloading a ladder. “The operator’s feet stay on the ground the
entire time. The ErgoRack is by far
our top seller,” said Seifert.
Prime Design makes racks for nearly every application and is the only
manufacturer to offer both vertical
and horizontal solutions for service
bodies, line trucks, and bucket vehicles.

In 2015, the company launched the
Rear Door Access Ladder, to aid drivers in safely reaching cargo on high
roof vans. It’s the first ladder design
that does not require holes to be
drilled into the vehicle body for mounting, helping maintain resell value. The
Rear Door Access Ladder was tested
over 60,000 cycles without a failure.
To watch demo videos of the Rear
Door Access Ladder, or ErgoRack,
visit www.primedesign.net. Or, for
more information on other Safe Fleet
products, visit www.safefleet.net.

http://commercialtrucksuccess.blogspot.com/

TERRY’S BLOG
BECOMING UNBOUNDED

T

here are two ways to build the
tallest building. One is to become a builder and build your building, and the other is to tear everyone
else’s down below the level of your
own. One becomes a builder, the
other a destroyer.
There are only two ways to learn.
One is through your own experience.
The other is through the experience
of others. One is extremely limited
and entirely self-centered, and the
other is as big and diverse as time
itself.
I just taught a commercial truck
knowledge class this week, and after so many of these over the years,
it is easy to see those who are eager
to learn, as well as those who are
there because they were requested
to be there. They will both get what
they expect. One expects valuable
knowledge and the other expects
this class to be a waste of their valuable time.
James Allen, in As A Man Thinketh,
said, “Men are anxious to improve
their circumstances, but are unwilling to improve themselves; they
therefore remain bound.”

Is that you?
Are you the eager one to learn what
every may be beneficial to your life,
career, livelihood, or are you the one
who is focused on spending time
and energy in an environment that is
apart from where you want to be?
Only you can choose!
Teachers cannot force knowledge
upon anyone. It doesn’t matter how
good or knowledgeable they are.
With more skills and knowledge, they
can certainly make it more interesting, and perhaps even appealing, but
they cannot get you to learn what you
are not interested in learning.
As well, a salesperson cannot make
a prospect buy anything. A so-called
closer cannot do it either, and neither
can the best sales manager or owner.
The best the salesperson can do is
to become more knowledgeable and
skillful to make the process smoother, easier, more appealing, more informational, meeting the prospects
needs for these ideals. In doing this,
the prospect is more inclined to buy.
This is what makes knowledge and
skill valuable.
What is the size of your library?

How many books do you read each
month, year? Where are you getting your training? Are you learning
mostly from your own experience,
or mostly from the experience of
others? The fast and easier way is
through others, and yet that requires
your own initiative.
Compulsory learning will let you get
by, but eager self-directed initiative to
learn on a regular and ongoing basis,
will make you wealthy. I know this
from my own experience and that of
others I have seen and learned from.
Just as the builder will constantly
seek more knowledge and skills to
excel in his trade (the destroyer has
no need for this), so does the salesperson, sales manager, dealer, and
any other position that wants to do
well, grow continually, to expand and
excel, and reap all the many rewards
from that time and effort.

Terry Minion of
Commercial Truck Success
spends his days helping
dealers develop successful
commercial departments

COMMERCIAL TRUCK

Building or Rebuilding an Effective, Successful, and Profitable
Commercial Truck Operation within a Retail Auto Dealership

By Terry R. Minion

“. . whether you want to add $100,000 or $1,000,000 to your
bottom line, you will benefit from this ‘how to’ on commercial trucks.”
-- Greg Martin
Buy the book @ www.ctsdealer.net

Now Available on Amazon.com!
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n 1993 a 40-year-old machinist with
20 years of experience decided he
did not want to be a machinist anymore. He tried a couple of sales jobs,
but his heart wasn’t in it. Then he
answered a newspaper ad for retail
salesmen from Jim Koons Automotive Companies in Baltimore. Koons
Automotive immediately saw that
Troy was a “natural.”
It did not take long for Troy Thacker,
Commercial Account Manager at Al
Packer’s White Marsh Ford in Middle
River, MD, to know he made the right
decision. He came on as one of 32
salespeople. Within a year Troy became one of the top salesmen. Within
3 years Troy had become the number
one salesman for the entire 17-store
Koons Automotive Company. In 1999
Koons Automotive invested in Troy by
sending him off to become BPN certified. He became their Commercial
Account Manager and remained with
Koons until 2013.
Al Packer’s White Marsh Ford in
Middle River, MD hired Troy in 2013
to start up their own commercial division. By then Troy had a large customer following. Over 80% of his customers followed him to Al Packer’s
Ford. Al Packer’s Ford has had the
commercial side for only 3 years now
and sales have increased 300% since
Troy was hired.
To increase his customer base Troy
uses all the tricks: sending out BPN
Smart Leads, getting leads from the

Troy Thacker
roving service department salesman
and studying the service department’s
readouts to contact recently serviced
business customers.
Troy also generates substantial
sales using Work Truck Solutions. “I
really like Work Truck Solutions over
all the other outreach programs and
various advertising methods I have
ever used.” Troy has been using
Work Truck Solutions for over a year.
“They pretty much do everything for
me. All I have to do is get them the
body quotes. They go to the Al Packer
site and pool up our vehicles, putting
in our pricing and photos. They then
create another website for just work
trucks from our information. This allows me to manipulate the pricing if
needed. I don’t have to go out and
take pictures. Whatever pictures and
invoices we have they pull from our
website. They even submit the Ford
co-op payments from the BPN.”
“They email me 2-4 times a month
to let me know what is going on,” Troy
continues. “I like the way that they call
me up and handle things with me. It
makes my life easier. I just don’t have
the time to do all that stuff. I have to
be out generating business.”
Troy has recently picked up a second salesman to work with him: Justin
Skipper. Justin is 20 years old. Troy
likes the idea that he can groom a
young person to take over one day.
“I tell him to be honest with the customer and talk to them like he would

talk to anyone else. Have a conversation like you would with your uncle,”
Troy explains. “People will believe
you if you are sincerely honest. It is
all about the customer’s perception. If
he thinks you are trying to steal from
him or run him over, you are not going
to get the sale.”
Troy regularly attends meetings
of the Washington Ford Truck Club.
He is a long time avid bowler with
a couple of 300 games and an 805
set under his belt. Today Troy still
has the fortitude and belief in himself
that a 40-year-old machinist used so
long ago to excel and accomplish his
dreams.

ABOVE:
Troy’s 300 & 800
Bowling Award
rings

Preston Nash, service department salesman and
Troy Thacker at a recent golf event.

LEFT:
Troy’s Wall of
Awards!

By Ken Keller
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CLUB SNAPSHOT
Central Pennsylvania

C

entral Pennsylvania covers a
unique geographic area. Within
the radius of 150 miles from Hattiesburg, PA lies Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington DC and Pittsburg. This is
the region that the Central Pennsylvania Ford Truck Association (CPAFTA)
is privileged to support.
Jim Finchen, Commercial Account
Fleet Manager with Hoffman Ford in
Harrisburg, PA, is the president of the
CPAFTA. Elected in December, Jim
took over the presidential reins from
Bill Martz, Sales Manager at Beasley Ford Lincoln, LLC, in York, PA. In
1999, Bill was a founding member of
the fledgling 9-member Association.
Today CPAFTA has approximately
100 members representing 35 dealerships and 65 vendors.
Jim continues Bill Martz’ ever-present professionalism, working between meetings with Vice President,
Scott Lambert, Commercial Account
Manager for Blaise Alexander Ford,
Lewisburg, PA., to find fresh lifeblood
to bring to the Association. “We are
branching out to bring in co-sponsors
from the local, smaller vendors. We
are introducing our members to companies that are integral to the commercial truck business, but not necessarily big name players,” Jim explains.
“There are 5 major cities within our
area. All of our members sell to those
markets at some time. We want to
know what is offered in these areas
so that a member salesman will know
that 35 miles from him a company exists that will better satisfy his customer. You can’t wait to read about this
kind of information. You want to know
about it, so you can offer it.”
Common to all the Ford Truck Clubs
across the nation is the aging population of commercial account management members. “At the CPAFTA most
of the guys are 60+,” Jim says, “Four
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By Ken Keller

Jim Finchin,
President CPFTA

are between 35 and 50. I brought
someone that joined who recently
turned 50 and is new to commercial
sales. Everyone is trying to bring
someone along.”
“Some of the new guys are not really ready to talk to a fleet manager,
a business owner or a purchasing
agent. They don’t know tow capacities, payloads, suspensions. You really need someone who has been
seasoned to even start this type of
engagement. That’s just the nature of
the beast,” Jim remarks.
Dealerships play an important part
in finding and training people who will
commit to years of constant learning.
“It is an investment on the dealer’s
end, also,” Jim points out. “If you are
not going to our meetings you miss out
on a wealth of knowledge. Ford is at
the meetings to give updates on what
you cannot read about. They give insight into what is happening now, and
that is always important,” Jim said.
Jim says the reason for the continuing success of the CPAFTA is having
a business-like meeting, when everyone is friendly with all the competition,
which includes all the vendors that are

also competing against each other.
It is an open meeting, with the floor
available for members to announce
the inventory they may be having
trouble moving.
“It’s a good atmosphere. We trade
vehicles between one another and we
try to make it all work. We exchange
ideas and thoughts. We try to resolve
problems like businessmen. Even
though we compete on a day to day
basis, we are all friends.”
In the Summer 2013 issue of FordPros
Magazine, we visited with CPAFTA and
then president Bill Martz. Bill Martz
said 3 years ago, “It is challenging because you are getting together people
who are in open competition with each
other. And yet the Club offers the camaraderie that we all want and need
to have. Our continued success in
this market of upfitted trucks depends
largely on that competition and the camaraderie of your fellow Ford dealers
and vendors.”
It is enlightening and uplifting to
see how Bill’s insights into of the elements that comprise a great Ford
Truck Club are still being followed at
CPAFTA today.

FIRST “LIGHT” SWIVEL LOADING RAMP

N

ational Fleet Products has
formed a strategic partnership
with WM System, a global leader in
ramps since 1991, to announce the
design and production of the first
swivel loading ramp for rotating outside the vehicle for additional rear
door access on light commercial vehicles. This supports their mission of
providing industry leading products
with innovative solutions unmatched
in the marketplace.
WM System has three ramp versions tailored to every application.
Their ergonomic spring assist is
standard to every model.
Light Series ramps can mount either in the rear or side door of light
commercial vans on the market.
Light Plus Series ramps mount in
the rear doorway of light commercial vans on the market. The notable
feature of this series is its industry
leading standard external swivel. Additionally, this ramp can be ordered
with an optional internal swivel kit allowing the ramp to be stored along
the wheel well.
PC Series ramps also mount in the
rear doorway of light commercial
vans on the market. The notable feature of the PC series is the weight
capacities of 2,200 Lbs. and 3,300
Lbs., depending on the size of the

ramp, and this series also includes
the external and optional internal
swivel.
WM System swivel ramps solve
many loading/unloading needs for
those constantly in and out of their
van. The versatile swivel ramp can
be deployed using the 180° swivel
to access cargo without having to

deploy the ramp. Another unique
feature of the swivel ramp is it still
allows the driver to access any elevated surface such as steps going
to a business or home & loading
docks. The use of the swivel ramp
reduces the time it takes to operate
equipment throughout the workday,
reduces stress and workplace injury
of employees operating equipment
in/out of the van and is still made of a
light weight material to maintain van
load capacity of equipment hauled.
Various trades using the WM System ramps today are: commercial
& industrial floor cleaners, printer/
copier delivery, television & film
crews, motorcycle transports, medical device delivery, DJ/ entertainment companies, furniture delivery,
brewery delivery, catering vending
machines and more.
For more information:
763-762-3451
sales@nationalfleetproducts.com
www.NationalFleetProducts.com
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FORD TRUCK CLUB NEWS
finished the day with dinner and guest
speaker Craig Krisan and Joe Bulin from
Ford Credit. Cory Belonzi the new BPN
manager for Northern California finished
the day with a great presentation on new
product and Ford’s market share domination in California. Good Times!

GEORGIA
Save The Date!
Ford Commercial Truck
Body & Equipment Expo at
Lake Lanier Islands
May 18 & 19 2016,
Early Arrivals May 17, 2016
Reservations Are Available Now:
Call Hotel Direct At 770-945-8787
Rates: Lodge $169 / Lake House $345 /
Villa’s $249

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Paul Brown, President, reports:
Nor Cal Ford Truck Club held our 6th
Annual Customer Appreciation Day at
Woodbridge Golf and Country Club in
Lodi California on April 14th 2016. It was
a relaxing day where Ford personnel or
Vendors can bring a guest out for the day
to show our appreciation for their business. We had a great lunch outside on
the patio followed by 18 holes of golf and

Photos - Mike McLaughlin, Ford Motor
Credit Commercial Business Manager,
Bill Martz, Commercial Sales Manager at
Beasley Ford Lincoln, Karen Perry, Philadelphia Commercial Business Manager,
Jim Finchen, Commercial Account/Fleet
Manager at Hoffman Ford Sales, Inc.
and Scott Lambert, Commercial Account
Manager at Blaise-Alexander.

At the April 13 meeting, with 23 persons present, CPAFTA gave Bill Martz
an Award for his years of service as
President. Karen Perry, Ford Commercial Manager, presented the Award to Bill
Martz and read the inscription:
“Thank you for your tireless work, support and dedication to establish our Truck
Club as a professional organization. Your
years of leadership, enthusiasm and motivation laid the ground work for this club
to be successful.”
Presentations were given by Levan Machine, Keystone Custom Cars & Trucks
and Nussbaum Equip.

Reach More Markets with
Upfits from TransitWorks

Senior Care · Hotels · Shuttles · Wheelchair Transit · Public Transit

Authorized Ship Thru for both
Transit and Transit Connect

When it comes to moving people,
TransitWorks builds the Best and the Most
Ford Transit and Transit Connect upﬁts.
Small Buses
Crew Vans
Shuttles
Transporters
Ambulettes
Wheelchair Vans
Prisoner Vans
Accessible Taxis
Exclusive SmartFloor system with movable and
changeable seating layouts also available

Reach New Markets and Sell More!

Call Today 855-337-9579

OFFICIAL
BAILMENT POOL

Ford’s #1 Mobility Builder for
over 12 Years in a Row
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www.transit-works.com

IT’S TIME TO

EVERY WORKER HAS A JOB TO DO.

At Adrian Steel, we carefully consider the cargo you need to do
your job. We look at how each tool will be used; when it will be
needed; where it will be used; and what the overall demands are
for any given project.
We have created a system that puts your speciic needs at the
heart of everything we do. We design every product - partitions,
shelving, storage - based on providing you access to the cargo
you carry, so you can nd what you are looking for, allowing you
to be more productive at the job you do.

ADRIANSTEEL.COM

Contact us to see why hundreds of dealers are using Work Truck Solutions
www.worktrucksolutions.com | (855) 987-4544 x116 | info@worktrucksolutions.com

